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VITRIFRIGO SLIM150
Refrigerator-Freezer 150 Lt

        

   

Product price:  

1.172,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

VITRIFRIGO SLIM150 Compressor Refrigerator 150lt Freezer 16 Lt with External Unit 

The VITRIFRIGO SLIM150 Compressor Refrigerator is the ideal choice for those who want to
combine style

functionality and high performance in a single product. With a total capacity of 150 litres and a 16
litre freezer,

this refrigerator offers a wide range of features that make it perfect for campers, caravans, vans
and boats.

Fast and even cooling to keep your food fresh for longer

Silent operation for a comfortable journey.

High energy efficiency for savings.

Modern, sinuous lines that blend in perfectly with any décor

Elegant finish that adds a touch of class to your vehicle

LED interior lighting for better visibility of contents.

Technical characteristics VITRIFRIGO SLIM150 Compressor Refrigerator 150lt:

Total capacity Lt.: 150
Freezer Capacity Lt.: 16
Net weight Kg.: 30
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Power supply: 12/24Vdc
Nominal consumption: 70W
Total width mm.: 417
Total height mm.: 1513
Total depth mm.: 444
Panel colour: Black/Grey
Reversible door: yes

Vitrifrigo Design and functionality:

Anti-fingerprint and anti-scratch panel with soft touch effect

New Chromelock Series handle

Reversible door for greater installation flexibility

New, completely redesigned drawer for better organisation of internal space

Vitrifrigo Performance and reliability:

State-of-the-art compressor for rapid achievement of the desired temperature

desired temperature and best-in-class continuous operation

12/24 Vdc power supply for compatibility with various types of vehicles

Rated consumption of only 70 W for high energy efficiency

Low noise level for use in quiet environments

The VITRIFRIGO SLIM150 Refrigerator  is the ideal solution for those who want to always have

cool food and drinks during their travels. With its elegant and compact design

its innovative features and high performance, this refrigerator will satisfy the needs of all
travellers.

Choose the VITRIFRIGO SLIM150 for your peace of mind

and the security of always having a reliable, high quality product by clicking HERE.

Non-binding images and technical data.
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Product features:  

Frequency (Hz): 50
Input power (W): 12-24 vdc
Length (mm): 444
Width (mm): 417
Height (mm): 1513
Dry weight (Kg): 30
Colour: black / grey
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 150
Freezer (L): 16
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